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Abstract
We propose a new method to calculate electric dipole moments induced by the
strong QCD θ-term. The method is based on the gradient flow for gauge fields
and is free from renormalization ambiguities. We test our method by computing
the nucleon electric dipole moments in pure Yang-Mills theory at several lattice
spacings, enabling a first-of-its-kind continuum extrapolation. The method is rather
general and can be applied for any quantity computed in a θ vacuum. This first
application of the gradient flow has been successful and demonstrates proof-of-
principle, thereby providing a novel method to obtain precise results for nucleon
and light nuclear electric dipole moments.
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1 Introduction
The electric dipole moments (EDMs) of the neutron and proton are very sensitive
probes of CP-violating sources beyond those contained in the Standard Model (SM).
In fact, the current bound on the neutron EDM strongly constrains many models
of beyond-the-SM (BSM) physics. At current experimental accuracies, a nonzero
nucleon EDM cannot be accounted for by the phase in the quark-mass matrix.
This implies that such a signal is either caused by a nonzero QCD θ term or by
genuine BSM physics which, at low energies, can be parametrized in terms of higher-
dimensional CP-violating quark-gluon operators. Irrespective of the origin, the signal
for the nucleon EDM will be small and largely masked by strong-interaction physics,
which presents a formidable challenge to the interpretation of such a signal. To
disentangle the origin of a nonzero EDM measurement (e.g. θ-term or BSM), a
quantitative understanding of the underlying hadronic physics is required.
The current experimental limit on the neutron EDM is |dN | < 2.9 ·10−13 e fm [1] and
experiments are underway to improve this bound by one to two orders of magnitude.
The bound on the proton EDM is induced from the 199Hg EDM limit [2] and is
|dP | < 7.9 · 10−12 e fm. Plans exist to probe the EDM of the proton directly (and
other light nuclei) in storage rings [3] with a proposed sensitivity of 10−16 e · fm,
thus improving the current bounds by several orders of magnitudes and covering a
wide range where BSM physics can show its footprint.
Nucleon EDMs arising from the QCD θ-term or BSM physics have been calculated
both in models [4] and in chiral perturbation theory [5,6]. In the latter approach, the
nucleon EDMs are calculated in terms of effective CP-odd hadronic interactions that
have the same symmetry properties as the underlying CP-odd sources at the quark
level (for a review, see [7]). The calculated EDMs depend on several low-energy
constants (LECs) whose sizes are in most cases unknown and need to be estimated
or calculated with lattice QCD.
Lattice QCD can thus be used to perform an ab initio calculation of the nucleon
EDM. For the θ-term, this has already been shown in the pioneering works in
refs. [8,9] and later in ref. [10] (for BSM sources only the nucleon EDMs arising
from the quark EDMs have been calculated with lattice QCD [11]). The chiral and
infinite volume extrapolations of unpublished lattice data from Shintani et al. have
been performed in refs. [12,13]. The calculation of the EDM within a lattice (dis-
cretized) formulation of QCD is very non-trivial, and present large difficulties for
two main reasons. The renormalization of the CP-odd operators and the degradation
of the signal-to-noise ratio towards the chiral limit. Additionally, the θ-term itself
introduces an imaginary term in the real Euclidean action, which produces a sign
problem and precludes the use of standard stochastic methods employed by lattice
QCD. Ref. [14] performed a lattice QCD calculation of the neutron EDM induced
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by a θ-term that was analytically continued into the complex plane. This allows the
usage of standard stochastic methods.
In this paper we propose, without relying on any complex rotation of the θ-term, a
method based on the gradient flow for the gauge fields [15] that has no renormaliza-
tion ambiguities and, to our knowledge, is the only method that allows a theoretical
sound continuum limit. A first account of this method can be found in ref. [16].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The next section gives a cur-
sory discussion of the phenomenology of the nucleon EDM. In sec. 3 we introduce
definitions and our method. Sec. 4 discusses the gradient flow for gauge fields and
its relevance to the calculations presented in this paper. We provide details of our
lattice calculations and their results in secs. 5 and 6, followed by a discussion in the
ensuing section.
2 Phenomenology of the QCD theta term.
The discrete space-time symmetries parity P, time-reversal T, and the combination
of charge conjugation and parity CP, are broken in QCD by the QCD θ term. In
the case of three quark flavors the QCD action is given by
Sθ =
∫
d4x [LQCD − iθq(x)] , (2.1)
where LQCD is the standard Euclidean QCD Lagrangian
LQCD = 1
4g2
F aµνF
a,µν + ψ(γµDµ +M)ψ (2.2)
and
q(x) =
1
64pi2
µνρσF
a
µν(x)F
a
ρσ(x) , (2.3)
is the topological charge density. The fermion field containing up, down and strange
quarks is denoted by ψ = (u , d , s)T and F aµν is the gluon field strength tensor.
µναβ (0123 = +1) is the completely antisymmetric tensor, Dµ the gauge-covariant
derivative, M the real 3 × 3 quark-mass matrix, and θ the coupling of the CP-
odd interaction. In eq. (2.2) the complex phase of the quark-mass matrix has been
absorbed in the physical parameter θ, i.e. we choose a fermionic basis where the
CP-odd interaction comes solely from the topological charge density.
The most important consequence of the QCD θ-term is that it induces EDMs of
hadrons and nuclei. The first dedicated EDM experiment was the neutron EDM
experiment in 1957 [17]. Since then, the accuracy of the measurement has been
improved by six orders of magnitude without finding a signal. The current bound
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dN < 2.9·10−13e· fm [1] sets strong limits on the size of θ and sources of CP violation
from physics beyond the SM.
In order to set a bound on the θ term, it is necessary to calculate the dependence of
the neutron EDM on θ. One way to do this is by using χPT. This calculation has
been done up to next-to-leading order (NLO) in both SU(2) [18,19,6] and SU(3)
[21,20,5] χPT. Focusing here on the two-flavored theory, the neutron (dN) and proton
EDM (dP ) are given by:
dN =
egAg¯
θ
0
16pi2F 2pi
(
ln
M2pi
Λ2N,EDM
− piMpi
2MN
)
, (2.4)
dP = − egAg¯
θ
0
16pi2F 2pi
(
ln
M2pi
Λ2P,EDM
− 2piMpi
MN
)
, (2.5)
in terms of gA ' 1.27 the strong pion-nucleon coupling constant, Fpi ' 92.2 MeV
the pion decay constant, Mpi and MN the pion and nucleon mass respectively, e > 0
the proton charge, and, in principle, three low-energy constants (LECs) of CP-odd
chiral interactions: g¯θ0 and d¯N,P . The first one, g¯
θ
0, is not free as discussed below
(see eq. (2.9)). The latter two are absorbed in renormalization-scale, µ, independent
constants
ΛN,EDM = µ exp
{
−8pi
2F 2pi d¯N(µ)
egAg¯θ0
}
, (2.6)
ΛP,EDM = µ exp
{
8pi2F 2pi d¯P (µ)
egAg¯θ0
}
. (2.7)
The first term in brackets in eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) arises from the leading-order one-
loop diagram involving the CP -odd vertex
LpiN(θ) = − g¯
θ
0
2Fpi
N¯~pi · ~τN , (2.8)
in terms of the nucleon doublet N and the pion triplet ~pi. The LO loop is divergent
and the divergence and associated scale dependence have been absorbed into the
counter terms d¯N,P which signify contributions to the nucleon EDMs from short-
range dynamics and appear at the same order as the LO loop diagrams. The second
term in brackets in eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) is a next-to-leading-order correction.
The θ-term breaks chiral symmetry as a complex quark mass. As such, chiral sym-
metry relates g¯θ0 to known CP-even LECs [21,22]. In particular, it is possible to write
[23]
g¯θ0
2Fpi
=
(MN −MP )
2Fpi
strong m?
m¯ε
θ = (15.5± 2.5) · 10−3 θ , (2.9)
where (MN −MP )strong is the quark-mass induced part of the proton-neutron mass
splitting, m¯ = (mu+md)/2, m? = mumd/(mu+md), and ε = (mu−md)/(mu+md).
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To get a rough estimate of the sizes of the nucleon EDMs, we can insert eq. (2.9) in
eqs. (2.5) and (2.4). If we assume that ΛEDM 'MN , we obtain
dN ' −2.1 · 10−3 θ e fm , (2.10)
dP ' +2.5 · 10−3 θ e fm , (2.11)
as a rough estimate of the nucleon EDMs. A comparison with the experimental
bound then gives the strong constraint θ ≤ 10−10. Clearly, a more reliable constraint
on θ requires a first-principle calculation of the nucleon EDMs. In the isospin limit,
g¯θ0 scales as m¯ ∼ M2pi such that the loop contributions to the EDMs vanish in the
chiral limit as M2pi logM
2
pi (see eqs. 2.4 and 2.5).
In the isoscalar combination dN + dP the loop contribution cancels out to a large
extent. For observables sensitive to this combination, such as the deuteron EDM
[24,25], a first-principle calculation of the total nucleon EDM is important to differ-
entiate the θ-term from possible BSM sources of CP violation [26,27]. In the specific
case of the isoscalar combination a precise evaluation of disconnected diagrams is
needed in any lattice QCD calculation.
3 The electric dipole moment
The theory is defined in Euclidean space with the action given in eq. (2.1). The
EDM of a nucleon is related to the spatial charge density distribution. If we define
the quark charges as Qu = 2/3 e and Qd = Qs = −1/3 e, the nucleon EDMs are
obtained from the matrix element of the electromagnetic current
Jµ(x) = Quu(x)γµu(x) +Qdd(x)γµd(x) +Qss(x)γµs(x) , (3.1)
between nucleon states in the θ vacuum,
〈N θ(p′, s′)|Jµ|N θ(p, s)〉 = u¯θN(p′, s′)Γµ(Q2)uθN(p, s) . (3.2)
Γµ(Q
2) has the most general four-vector structure consistent with the symmetries of
the action (2.1) such as gauge, O(4), C and CPT invariance . Note that the photon
momentum q = p′ − p in Euclidean space is
Qµ = (Q4,Q) = (iq
0,q) , Q2 = −(q0)2 + |q|2 = −q2 . (3.3)
Following ref. [8] theQ2 dependence of the matrix element is parametrized by a linear
combination of CP-even and CP-odd form factors. Using Euclidean O(4) rotational
invariance, gauge symmetry and the spurionic symmetry P × θ → −θ, the most
general decomposition reads
Γµ(Q
2) = g(θ2)Γevenµ (Q
2) + iθh(θ2)Γoddµ (Q
2) , (3.4)
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where g, h are even functions of θ. The CP-even contribution is given by
Γevenµ (Q
2) = γµF1(Q
2) + σµν
Qν
2M
F2(Q
2) (3.5)
where the Dirac and Pauli form factors F1 and F2 are related to the electric and the
magnetic form factors
GE(Q
2) = F1(Q
2)− Q
2
4M2
F2(Q
2) , GM(Q
2) = F1(Q
2) + F2(Q
2) . (3.6)
The CP-odd term reads
Γoddµ (Q
2) = σµνγ5
Qν
2M
F3(Q
2) . (3.7)
In the literature Γoddµ (Q
2) usually contains an additional parity violating form factor,
the anapole form factor. The anapole form factor breaks parity symmetry but does
not break time reversal, i.e. is CP-even while breaking both C and P. It therefore
does not contribute to the amplitude in eq. (3.2) of the electromagnetic current
evaluated in a θ vacuum. In other words, the θ-term alone cannot induce a nucleon
anapole form factor. The EDM is directly related to the CP-odd F3(Q
2) form factor
at zero momentum transfer
dN = θg(θ
2)
FN3 (0)
2MN
' θF
N
3 (0)
2MN
+O(θ3) . (3.8)
In lattice calculations, matrix elements can be extracted from the large-distance
behavior of appropriate correlation functions in Euclidean space-time. In the case
at hand, one considers three-point correlations such as
GθNJµN = 〈NJµN¯ 〉θ , (3.9)
whereN is an interpolating operator with the same quantum number of the nucleon.
The three-point functions are to be evaluated with the Euclidean action Sθ. Although
the action with θ 6= 0 cannot be directly studied by numerical Monte Carlo methods,
in the small θ limit one can obtain the desired result for EDM by expanding around
θ = 0 and taking only the linear term in θ. That is, for a generic expectation value
of product of operators, O, in a θ-vacuum, we can write
〈O〉θ ' 〈O〉θ=0 + iθ〈O
∫
d4x q(x)〉θ=0 + O(θ2) , (3.10)
where q(x) is the topological charge density (2.3). The experimental bound on θ is
currently θ < O(1010) (see sec. 2), thus a power expansion in θ is well justified 1 .
1 Alternatively, the nucleon EDM at finite θ can be also determined using reweighting
techniques with the complex weight factor eiθQ.
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Fig. 1. Flow-time dependence of the topological charge for two different gauge fields.
In general this proposal could be hampered by the impossibility of giving a sound or
practical definition on the lattice of the topological charge density and its continuum
limit. In this work we propose to directly compute the matrix element
〈O
∫
d4x q(x)〉θ=0 , (3.11)
using the gradient flow (see sect. 4) to define the topological charge density [15]. By
doing so, we have a theoretically sound definition of the correlation function with
no renormalization ambiguities and a well-defined continuum limit.
4 Gradient flow and the topological susceptibility
The gradient flow [15] of Yang-Mills gauge fields is defined as follows
∂tBµ = Dν,tGνµ , (4.1)
where the flow-time t has a time-squared dimension,
Gµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ + [Bµ, Bν ] , Dµ,t = ∂µ + [Bµ, · ] , (4.2)
and the initial condition on the flow-time-dependent field Bµ(t, x) at t = 0 is given by
the fundamental gauge field. The gradient flow for gauge fields and for fermions [28]
has several applications and here we mention the definition of a relative scale [15,29],
the determination of the strong coupling constant [15,30] and of the chiral conden-
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sate [28,31], the calculation of the energy-momentum tensor [32,33] and of the topo-
logical susceptibility [34,35]. We have recently proposed to use the gradient flow for
the determination of the strange content of the nucleon [16].
One way to understand the flow equations is to consider them as steepest descent
equations in the space of gauge fields. As such the evolution along the flow drives
the gauge configurations towards local minima of the action. The topological charge
is defined at non-vanishing flow-time as
Q(t) =
∫
d4x q(x, t) , (4.3)
with
q(x, t) =
1
64pi2
µνρσG
a
µν(x, t)G
a
ρσ(x, t) . (4.4)
In fig. 1 we show the flow-time evolution of Q(t) evaluated on two representatives
of our gauge ensembles. Rather rapidly Q(t) reaches a plateau where it assumes an
almost integer value saturating the corresponding instanton bound.
Another way to understand the effect of the gradient flow on the gauge fields is
apparent already at tree-level. The smoothing at short distances over a range
√
8t
corresponds in momentum space to a Gaussian damping of the large momenta. This
results in a very interesting property of the flowed gauge fields Bµ(x, t): they are free
from ultraviolet divergences [15,36] for all t > 0 and do not require any renormal-
ization. This powerful result can be used to simplify the renormalization pattern of
operators involving gauge fields. In general, one would need to relate the local opera-
tors evaluated at non-vanishing flow-times with the ones at zero flow-times. The case
of the topological charge and all the correlation functions containing the topologi-
cal charge is special, because in this case we can define the topological charge, and
for example the topological susceptibility, directly at non-vanishing flow-time [15].
β Nth Nup Ng Nmeas
6.0 2000 200000 1000 1000
6.1 2000 65000 325 325
6.2 2000 60000 300 300
6.45 2000 122400 612 153
Table 1. Summary of our runs: Nth is the
number of thermalization updates; Nup
is the total number of updates; Ng is the
number of gauges saved and Nmeas is the
number of gauges analyzed.
The Euclidean theory is prepared on a
lattice of spacing a and volume L3 × T .
The calculations in this and the follow-
ing sections have been performed with
the standard Wilson gauge action, with
β = 6/g2, at 4 different lattice spacings
a = 0.093, 0.079, 0.068, 0.048 fm corre-
sponding to β = 6.0, 6.1, 6.2, 6.45. In this
work we use the Sommer scale [37,38],
r0 = 0.5 fm, to fix the lattice spacing
in physical units. The size of the box
is respectively L/a = 16, 24, 24, 32 with
T/L = 2. To generate the gauge links, we have used a heat bath algorithm with a
ratio of number of over-relaxation steps, NOR, over a number of Cabibbo-Marinari
updates, NHB, per sweep of NOR/NHB = 4/1. For thermalization we have per-
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Fig. 2. Left plot: flow-time dependence of the topological susceptibility at several lattice
spacings. Right plot: continuum limit of the topological susceptibility. The yellow band is
a linear extrapolation in a2 compared with a constant fit.
formed 2000 updates. For the finest lattice spacing, we have analyzed all correlation
functions skipping 800 gauges while for the remaining correlation functions we have
skipped 200 gauges. A summary of parameter runs is given in tab. 1.
With these choices we have observed no significant autocorrelation for all our lattice
spacings. We obtain the same outcome also for the correlation functions used for
the determination of the EDMs. A more detailed discussion of autocorrelations for
the fermionic correlation functions is given in sec. 5.
The gradient flow equation at finite lattice spacing is solved following app. C of
ref. [15] with step-size for the flow-time  = 0.01. The topological charge density
is defined as in eq. (4.4) where Gaµν(x, t) is the lattice implementation of the field
tensor defined in ref. [39]. Any other definition of the topological charge density in
a pure Yang-Mills theory requires a finite multiplicative renormalization [40] that
has to be determined as a function of the bare coupling, in order to perform the
continuum limit. With the definition based on the gradient flow, this renormalization
factor is 1 independently of the lattice action used. Using the definition of the
topological charge density at non-vanishing flow-time given above, we can also define
the topological susceptibility
χt(t) =
1
V
∫
d4x d4y 〈q(t, x)q(t, y)〉 . (4.5)
The topological susceptibility defined as in eq. (4.5), but at vanishing flow-time
t = 0, not only needs a multiplicatively renormalization, but, more importantly, has
a 1/a4 power divergence 2 . However, with the definition at non-vanishing flow-time,
2 A notable exception is the definition of the topological susceptibility proposed in ref. [41]
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the topological susceptibility needs no renormalization and it has a well defined
continuum limit. We have computed χt for several lattice spacings as a function
of the flow-time. In the left plot of fig. 2 we show the topological susceptibility in
physical units as a function of
√
8t/r0. The divergence-free property of the gauge
fields at non-vanishing flow time allows us to perform the continuum limit at fixed
value of
√
8t/r0. In the continuum limit we expect the topological susceptibility to
be flow-time independent for every positive flow-time,
√
8t/r0 > 0 [15].
For small flow-time values we observe two different effects. First, for
√
8t . 0.1
fm we observe a rapid increase of χt that is just a reflection of the short distance
singularities discussed above. Second, for 0.1 fm .
√
8t . 0.2 fm we observe some
discretization effects. For
√
8t > 0.2 fm we find complete agreement between all
lattice spacings and, as expected, χt is flow-time independent. We perform the con-
tinuum limit at
√
8t/r0 = 0.8 and this is shown in the right plot of fig. 2 where we
compare a linear extrapolation in a2 with a constant one. We decide to quote as
final result
[χt]
1/4 = 195.9(4.9) MeV , (4.6)
that is a constant fit including all lattice spacings. The values at all lattice spacings
and different extrapolations to the continuum limit are listed in tab. 2. This result
is in perfect agreement with the result [42] obtained using the index theorem with a
chiral lattice Dirac operator and the result [43] obtained using the spectral projector
method. Very recently a paper has been submitted with a precise determination of
the topological susceptibility [44] using the gradient flow. The results are consistent
within statistical uncertainties.
5 CP-broken vacuum and nucleon mixing
The form factor F3, directly related to the nucleon EDM, defined in eq. (3.7) can
be computed non-perturbatively with suitable ratios of the following 2- and 3-point
functions in a θ vacuum
GθNN(p, x0) = a
3
∑
x
eipx
〈
N (x, x0)N (0)
〉
θ
, (5.1)
GθNJµN(p1,p2, x0, y0) = a
6
∑
x,y
eip2(x−y) eip1y
〈
N (x, x0)Jµ(y, y0)N (0)
〉
θ
. (5.2)
Here, the baryon interpolating fields are
N (x) = εABCuA(x)
[
uTB(x)Cγ5dC(x)
]
, (5.3)
based on spectral projectors.
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N (x) = εABC
[
uTA(x)Cγ5dTB(x)
]
uC(x) , (5.4)
and C is the charge conjugation matrix. We now describe in some detail the spectral
decomposition for the 2-point functions and defer to app. A for the slightly more
cumbersome spectral decomposition of the 3-point functions. Most of the discussion
on the spectral decomposition follows Shintani et al. [8], but we rederive some of their
results for clarity and to be consistent with our normalizations. The key ingredient
of the spectral decompositions is the matrix element of the interpolating operator
of the nucleon between the θ vacuum and a single nucleon state〈
θ|N |N θ(p, s)
〉
= ZN(θ)uθN(p, s) . (5.5)
In a theory that does not preserve parity, for instance due to the presence of a θ-
term, the nucleon state does not have a definite parity and the nucleon spinor can
be written as
uθN(p, s) = e
iαN (θ)γ5 uN(p, s) , (5.6)
where uN(p, s) is the nucleon spinor in the θ = 0 vacuum. In other words, the
nucleon spinor satisfies the modified Dirac equation(
iγµpµ +MN(θ) e
−i2αN (θ)γ5
)
uθN(p, s) = 0 . (5.7)
The theory still preserves the spurionic symmetry Pθ : P × θ → −θ, where P is
the standard parity transformation. This implies that both the energies and the
amplitudes M(θ),Z(θ) are even functions of θ, M(θ) = M + O(θ2) and ZN(θ) =
ZN +O(θ2).
The phase αN(θ) plays a very important role in the determination of the EDM. From
the spurionic symmetry Pθ we deduce that αN(θ) = −αN(−θ) and for small values of
θ, αN(θ) = α
(1)
N θ+O(θ
3). It is important to determine precisely the mixing parameter
αN before extracting the CP-odd form factors from the 3-point functions. The reason
is that the mixing between different parity states can induce a spurious CP-odd
contribution to the correlation function proportional to the CP-even form factors.
These spurious contributions can be subtracted only with a precise determination
of the mixing angle αN(θ). The details of these spurious contributions and relative
subtractions are detailed in app. A.
For on-shell nucleons with energy −ip0 = EN(p) where EN(p) =
√
|p|2 +M2N , the
infinite volume normalization reads
〈N θ(q, s)|N θ(k, s′)〉 = (2pi)3
√
2EN(θ; q)
√
2EN(θ; k)δ
(3)(k− q)δs,s′ . (5.8)
Taking into account the parity mixing, the completeness relation of the nucleon
spinors with spatial momentum p reads∑
s
uθN(p, s)u
θ
N(p, s) = EN(θ; p)γ0 − iγkpk +MN(θ)e2iαN (θ)γ5 . (5.9)
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For small values of θ, we have∑
s
uθN(p, s)u
θ
N(p, s) = EN(p)γ0 − iγkpk +MN
(
1 + 2iθα
(1)
N θγ5
)
+O(θ2) . (5.10)
We can now perform the spectral decomposition of the nucleon 2-point functions in
a θ-vacuum. Retaining only the one-state leading contribution we obtain
GθNN(p, x0) =
e−EN (θ;p)x0
2EN(θ; p)
|ZN(θ; p)|2
∑
s
uθN(p, s)u
θ
N(p, s) , (5.11)
and using the completeness relation we get
GθNN(p, x0)αβ =
e−EN (θ;p)x0
2EN(θ; p)
|ZN(θ; p)|2
[
EN(θ; p)γ0 − iγkpk +MN(θ) e2iαN (θ)γ5
]
αβ
,
(5.12)
where α and β are the Dirac indices. Expanding the l.h.s. of eq. (5.12) in powers of
θ, we obtain
GθNN(p, x0) = GNN(p, x0) + iθG
Q
NN(p, x0) + O(θ
2) (5.13)
where
GNN(p, x0) = a
3
∑
x
eipx
〈
N (x, x0)N (0)
〉
, (5.14)
and
GQNN(p, x0) = a
3
∑
x
eipx
〈
N (x, x0)N (0)Q
〉
. (5.15)
The term linear in θ can be computed inserting the topological charge in the nucleon
2-point function. The topological charge Q, defined in eq. (4.3), is computed as
detailed in sect. 4 using the gradient flow. In this way the topological charge is
free from any renormalization ambiguity and the continuum limit can be safely
performed keeping fixed the flow-time in physical units. To minimize discretization
effects we choose,
√
8t/r0 = 0.8. We omit the flow-time dependence of Q(t) because
in this range of flow-times any correlator involving the topological charge is flow
time independent (see sect 4).
By expanding the spectral decomposition, i.e. the r.h.s. of eq. (5.12), in powers of
θ, we obtain the standard nucleon spectral decomposition
GNN(p, x0) =
e−EN (p)x0
2EN(p)
|ZN(p)|2 [EN(p)γ0 − iγkpk +M ] , (5.16)
and the term linear in θ
GQNN(p, x0) =
e−EN (p)x0
2EN(p)
|ZN(p)|2 2MNα(1)N γ5 . (5.17)
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the topological charge computed for
√
8t/r0 = 0.8 for 4 different
lattice spacings.
For simplicity we have not written down the opposite parity states propagating from
T . If we project to p = 0 and to positive parity we obtain
C(x0) = tr [P+GNN(0, x0)] = 2|ZN |2e−MNx0 + · · · , (5.18)
and
CQ(x0) = tr
[
P+γ5G
Q
NN(0, x0)
]
= 2|ZN |2α(1)N e−MNx0 + · · · . (5.19)
We observe that the two correlators have the same leading exponential behavior. If
the sampling of all topological sectors is correctly performed, the effective masses of
the two correlators should agree asymptotically for large Euclidean times.
In fig. 3 we plot the distribution of the topological charge for 4 different lattice
spacings at
√
8t = 0.8r0. Details on the definition can be found in sec. 4. The
distribution looks reasonably Gaussian with all average values statistically consistent
with zero. We observe for a = 0.079 fm, that the distribution has slightly larger
width, but this is related to the slightly larger physical volume of that lattice. As we
have seen in the previous section, the topological susceptibility does not show any
sign of discretization errors.
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a2 · 103 [fm2] χ1/4t [MeV] αN
8.675135 198.1(2.3) 0.289(19)
6.250475 199.7(4.8) 0.314(38)
4.615747 195.1(4.3) 0.324(33)
2.285814 191.7(5.9) 0.301(35)
0 [fit 1] 195.9(4.9) 0.314(35)
0 [fit 2] 191.4(6.0) 0.326(40)
Table 2
Numerical results for the topological susceptibility and the CP-odd mixing angle α
(1)
N for
several lattice spacings. The continuum extrapolated values are obtained with a constant
fit using the 3 finest lattice spacings (fit 1) and a linear extrapolation in a2 using all the
lattice spacings (fit 2).
For the computation of the 2-point functions, we have studied 3 different levels
si, i = 1, 2, 3 of Gaussian smearing [45]. The relevant parameters of the Gaussian
smearing that we have considered, usually labeled as {α,NG}, are s1 = {2, 30},
s2 = {4, 25}, s3 = {5.5, 70}. We have found that the s3 smearing has a better
projection on the fundamental state, but it is also the smearing that adds more
noise to the correlator. Compromising between an earlier plateau and a less noisier
correlator, we have decided to choose the smearing s2 for the 2 coarsest lattice
spacings and the smearing s3 for the 2 finest spacings.
The fermion lattice action is the non-perturbatively improved Wilson action [46,47,48].
The propagators are computed with sources located stochastically in the 3 spatial
directions. We choose 20 stochastic spatial points for the finest lattice spacing and
10 stochastic points for the others. The rational behind this choice is to have O(L/a)
different stochastic points to improve the overlap between the topological charge and
the fermionic part of the correlation functions. We stress that this is very important
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio not only of the 2-point functions, but especially
for the 3-point functions which we discuss in the next section.
We have performed the calculation at 4 lattice spacings (see sec. 4) and at the
following set of momenta
{P} = 2pi
L
· {(0, 0, 0), (±1, 0, 0), (±1,±1, 0), (±1,±1,±1), (±2, 0, 0)} . (5.20)
The values of the quark mass for all the lattice spacings corresponds to a value of
the pseudoscalar mass, MPS ' 800 MeV, fixed in physical units [49]. From coarser
to finer spacings they correspond to the following values of the hopping parameter,
κ = {0.13353, 0.13423, 0.13460, 0.13485}. For these values of κ we have computed
the nucleon mass, that shows very small discretization errors and it corresponds to
a value MN ' 1.65 GeV. We have also checked the dispersion relation for all lattice
spacings and find that the discretization errors are below our statistical accuracy.
In fig. 4 we show our results for our coarsest lattice spacing of the nucleon energy
squared for all the |p|2 of the set (5.20) with the continuum form of the dispersion
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Fig. 4. Results for the nucleon energy squared at different values of |p|2 compared with
the continuum dispersion relation E2N = M
2
N + |p|2.
relation.
In the left plot of fig. 5 we show the effective masses of the two correlators in
eqs. (5.18,5.19) for the finest lattice spacing. It is clear that for large Euclidean
times we have perfect agreement between the two effective masses and very similar
results are obtained for all the other lattice spacings we have. This is also confirmed
on the right plot of fig. 5 where we show, again for our finest spacing, the nucleon
mass obtained from the 2 correlators in eqs. (5.18,5.19) for different fit ranges. The
calculation of the mixing angle α
(1)
N is now straightforward
tr
[
P+γ5G
Q
NN (0, x0)
]
tr [P+GNN (0, x0)]
= α
(1)
N + · · · , (5.21)
and we expect a plateau for large Euclidean times with higher-order corrections
that are exponentially suppressed. In the left plot of fig. 6 we show the Euclidean
time dependence of α
(1)
N obtained from the ratio in eq. (5.21) at a = 0.048 fm. A
plateau is easily identified as is the case for all the other lattice spacings. This is
just a reflection of the previous result, namely that asymptotically both correlators
in eqs. (5.18,5.19) are dominated by the same exponential behavior with the same
mass.
We have performed several checks on the calculation of the mixing angle because
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Fig. 5. Left plot: comparison of the effective masses in lattice units obtained from the
nucleon correlators at a = 0.048 fm with and without the insertion of the topological
charge, i.e. from eq. (5.18) (Meff) and from eq. (5.19) (M
Q
eff). Right plot: comparison of
the nucleon masses in lattice units obtained with the nucleon correlators (5.18), Mfit,
and (5.19), MQfit, at a = 0.048 fm for different fit ranges (t
min
fit , t
max
fit = 28).
a solid determination of α
(1)
N is crucial for a correct and precise extraction of the
nucleon EDM as detailed in the next section and in the app. A. We can determine
the mixing angle from ratios as in eq. (5.21) but with correlators projected at non-
vanishing spatial momenta. If we choose the same interpolating operators for the
two correlators, from the spectral decomposition in eqs. (5.14,5.15) we obtain
EN(p) +MN
2MN
tr
[
P+γ5G
Q
NN(p, x0)
]
tr [P+GNN(p, x0)]
= α
(1)
N + · · · . (5.22)
Up to discretization effects, α
(1)
N should not depend on the momentum chosen in the
nucleon 2-point functions. In the right plot of fig. 6 we show the |p|2 dependence of
α
(1)
N for our finest lattice spacing. We expect an increased uncertainty as we increase
the nucleon momentum and we see perfect agreement between all the values of the
mixing angle. We obtain similar results for all the other lattice spacings.
Another check of our calculation concerns the autocorrelation time of the correlators
containing the topological charge. Critical slowing down has been observed for topo-
logical charge and susceptibility both in QCD and Yang-Mills theory [51] using an
Hybrid Montecarlo (HMC) algorithm. In particular, it is expected that the problem
can become relevant for lattice spacings below 0.05 fm. Even though the situation
here is different because the correlators contain explicitly fermionic propagators and
we do not use an HMC algorithm, at our finest lattice spacing a = 0.048 fm we
have computed the autocorrelation function for all the Euclidean times x0 of the
correlator GQNN(0, x0) and α
(1)
N . We have followed refs. [50,52] for the determination
of the autocorrelation function and integrated autocorrelation times.
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Fig. 6. Left plot: Euclidean time dependence of α
(1)
N determined from the ratio in eq. (5.21)
at a = 0.048 fm. The red band indicates our choice for the plateau and the corresponding
uncertainty. Right plot: momentum dependence of α
(1)
N , as determined from the ratio in
eq. (5.22), at a = 0.048 fm.
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Fig. 7. Left plot: normalized autocorrelation function and estimate of the integrated au-
tocorrelation time τint with the automatic windowing procedure [50] of α
(1)
N at x0/a = 10.
Right plot: estimate of τint of α
(1)
N for all Euclidean times. The dashed red line indicate
the absence of autocorrelation, τint = 0.5.
In the left plot of fig. 7 we show for α
(1)
N at x0/a = 10 the normalized autocorrelation
function and the estimate of the integrated autocorrelation time τint with an auto-
matic windowing procedure [50]. On the right plot we show the estimate of τint of
α
(1)
N for all Euclidean times. It is clear there is almost no autocorrelation, τint = 0.5,
for all Euclidean times. As a further check, we compared the error estimate of α
(1)
N
using the autocorrelation function method to a standard bootstrap method. This is
shown in fig. 8 from which it becomes clear that we can safely use a boostrap analysis
to determine our statistical uncertainty for all correlators at all our lattice spacings.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of error estimates using the autocorrelation function method, labeled
by τint, and a standard bootstrap method.
We can now perform the continuum limit of α
(1)
N for fixed value of the pion mass. In
fig. 9 we show the continuum limit and in tab. 2 we list all the values at all lattice
spacings and different extrapolations to the continuum limit. We compare a linear
extrapolation in a2 (yellow band) with a constant extrapolation including the three
finest lattice spacings. We observe a perfect agreement for all the extrapolations and
tiny discretization errors. The theory is non-perturbatively improved so we expect
an O(a2) scaling behavior.
Since we see no signs of discretization errors, as a final result we quote the value
obtained using a constant fit excluding the coarsest lattice spacing
α
(1)
N = 0.314(35) . (5.23)
We stress that this is the first time that a continuum limit is performed for this CP-
mixing angle. The normalization chosen for α
(1)
N and the convention for the Dirac
γ matrices is consistent with the one of ref. [9]. Our result in the continuum limit
differs by 2σ from the result of ref. [9] that is obtained with a different fermionic
and gauge action, at a single lattice spacing of a ' 0.15 fm and at a similar quark
mass value.
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compared with a constant extrapolation including all the lattice spacings and excluding
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6 Nucleon electric dipole moment
The spectral decomposition of the 3-point functions
GθNJµN(p1,p2, x0, y0) = a
6
∑
x,y
eip2(x−y) eip1y
〈
N (x, x0)Jµ(y, y0)N¯ (0)
〉
θ
, (6.1)
relevant for the determination of the nucleon EDM is detailed in app. A and the final
result for the leading exponentials is given in eq. (A.4). By taking suitable ratios of
2- and 3-point functions we can extract CP-even and CP-odd form factors defined
in eqs. (3.5,3.7).
The 3-point functions have been computed for the set of momenta {P} defined
in eq. (5.20) and, when possible, we have averaged over all equivalent momenta
configurations. We have tested several sink locations x0 and, after some numerical
experiments, we have chosen the following set
{x0} = (16a, 20a, 20a, 28a) , (6.2)
from the coarsest to the finest lattice spacing. We work in the SU(3) flavor-symmetric
limit such that the disconnected contributions vanish.
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Fig. 10. Euclidean time dependence of the proton electric form factor determined from the
ratio (A.21) for 2 different values of Q2.
For all the form factors calculations we use a local vector current. The normalization
constant ZV (g
2
0) is taken from ref. [53]. To compute the EDM we use the ratio of
eq. (A.27). In order to determine F3(Q
2), we need to subtract contributions propor-
tional to the mixing angle α
(1)
N and the CP-even form factors GE(Q
2) and GM(Q
2).
To determine GE(Q
2) and GM(Q
2) we use the ratios in eqs. (A.21) and (A.26). In
fig. 10 we show 2 typical plateaus for the electric form factor of the proton for 2
different momenta. A plateau is easily identified as for all the other momenta and
lattice spacings. We collect in a single plot, fig. 11, the electric form factor GE(Q
2)
of the proton and the neutron including all the lattice spacings. Discretization errors
are well under control. The red curve for the proton electric form factor is a fit to
the lowest 4 momenta using the standard dipole form
GdipE (Q
2) =
1(
1 + Q
2
M2D
)2 . (6.3)
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Fig. 11. Momentum dependence of the electric form factor for the proton (left plot) and
the neutron (right plot). The red curve for the proton form factor is a phenomenological
fit restricted to the 4 lowest momenta. The fit result is M2D = 1.5182(71) GeV
2 (see text).
The neutron electric form factor vanishes at Q2 = 0 and is rather small for larger
values of Q2, but we are still able to identify a clear signal over a wide range of
Q2. This will be important for the determination of the neutron EDM. In fig. 12 we
show the same result for the magnetic form factors and the same type of dipole fit
GdipE (Q
2) =
κP,N(
1 + Q
2
M2D
)2 , (6.4)
where the anomalous magnetic moments κP,N are fixed to their phenomenological
values. The fit parameters M2D are not expected to reproduce the phenomenolog-
ical values (see for example ref. [54]). We perform these fits as a check that our
lattice data can be fitted by a dipole form, however we do not use these fits in the
determination of the EDMs below.
With the precise determination of the CP-even form factors and the mixing angle
α
(1)
N we can now determine the nucleon EDM. By evaluating the ratio on the l.h.s.
of eq. (A.27) and subtracting the spurious contributions from the r.h.s, we can
determine the CP-odd form factor F3(Q
2). In fig. 13 we show the plateau for the
normalized CP-odd form factor F3(Q
2)/2MN for all the momenta at our finest lattice
spacing. For the lowest 2 momenta it is possible to extract a signal while for the
largest 2, the signal is too small and consistent with zero. In fig. 14 we show the Q2
dependence of F3(Q
2)/2MN on a single plot including all our lattice spacings. The
different lattice spacings results agree rather well, indicating small discretization
errors within our statistical accuracy. For this reason, we determine the EDM by
extrapolating using the three finest lattice spacings result to Q2 = 0 with the same fit
function. An extrapolation using all four lattice spacings give completely consistent
results as shown in fig. 14. For the extrapolation to Q2 = 0, we use the SU(2) χPT
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Fig. 12. Same as fig. 11 but for the magnetic form factors. The fit results are
M2D = 0.5621(20) GeV
2 for the proton and M2D = 0.5224(15) GeV
2 for the neutron.
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Fig. 13. Euclidean time dependence of F3(Q
2)/2MN in e · fm extracted from the ratio in
eq. (A.27) for the 4 non-vanishing lattice momenta at our finest lattice spacing.
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Fig. 14. Momentum dependence of the CP-odd form factor F3(Q
2)/2MN of the proton
and the neutron. The yellow band is a linear extrapolation in Q2 as suggested from χPT
at NLO using all four lattice spacings. Different colors represent different lattice spacings:
β = 6.0 (cyan), β = 6.1 (red), β = 6.2 (magenta), β = 6.45 (green). As a comparison we
plot, slightly displaced, the Q2 = 0 extrapolation using the three finest lattice spacings.
result of [6] as a guideline. There the form factor is expanded as
F
P/N
3 (Q
2)
2MN
= dP/N + SP/NQ
2 +HP/N(Q
2) . (6.5)
The values at Q2 = 0 are the nucleons EDMs and the slope in Q2 at small Q2,
SP/N , are the so called Schiff moments [55]. The functions HP/N(Q
2), defined in [6],
scale as Q4 for small Q2 and they can be neglected for small enough values of Q2.
The numerical data for small Q2 indeed suggest a linear Q2 dependence. A linear
extrapolation in Q2, using the three finest lattice spacings, gives us the values of the
proton and neutron EDMs
dP = 0.0340(62) θ e · fm , (6.6)
dN = −0.0318(54) θ e · fm . (6.7)
If we make the reasonable assumption that at this relatively large value of the
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pseudoscalar mass, quenched and unquenched calculations give comparable results,
we can try to estimate the values of the EDM at the physical point. To do so, we
use as constraint the fact that the EDM in the continuum has to vanish in the
chiral limit. In principle, we would like to use the χPT expressions in eqs. (2.4) and
(2.5), but considering the large pseudoscalar mass used in our calculations, the χPT
expressions are not reliable and we instead perform a simple linear fit in M2pi . We
then obtain the following estimates
dphysP = 0.96(18) · 10−3 θ e · fm , (6.8)
dphysN = −0.90(15) · 10−3 θ e · fm , (6.9)
where we have only included the errors from eqs. (6.6) and (6.7). These estimates are
statistically consistent with the results of [12,13]. We stress that many systematic
uncertainties are not taken into account in our calculation and that the main goal
of this work is to describe the new methodology and perform a first continuum
extrapolation. With all the caveats intrinsic in our calculation, we can extract an
upper bound for θ. The experimental upper bound of the neutron EDM, |dN | <
2.9 · 10−13e· fm, gives θ . 3.2 · 10−10.
Our lattice data also allows us to extract the nucleon Schiff moments for which we
obtain
SP = −1.16(33) · 10−3 θ e · fm3 , (6.10)
SN = 1.07(28) · 10−3 θ e · fm3 . (6.11)
In both SU(2) [18,6] and SU(3) [5,23] χPT, the nucleon Schiff moments are of
isovector nature, in agreement with our lattice results. In fact, at leading order in
the SU(2) chiral expansion, the Schiff moments are predicted
SP = −SN = − egAg¯
θ
0
48pi2F 2piM
2
pi
= −(1.8± 0.2) · 10−4 θ e · fm3 , (6.12)
where we used the value of g¯θ0 given in eq. (2.9).
We see that our lattice results are roughly 5 times larger than the leading-order χPT
predictions which are in principle pion-mass independent (note that g¯θ0 ∼M2pi). How-
ever, already at the physical pion mass, the nucleon Schiff moments obtain O(60%)
next-to-leading-order corrections that scale as ∼ Mpi [6,5]. Considering the large
pseudoscalar mass used in our calculation, the discrepancy is not very worrisome.
To conclude, we have shown that it is possible to obtain a non-perturbative deter-
mination of the Schiff moments from the Q2 dependence of the CP-odd form factor,
F3. With more precise lattice data at smaller pion masses, the extraction of the
nucleon Schiff moments can be used for a direct determination of the LEC g¯0. In
this way, from the pion mass dependence of the EDMs (see eqs. (2.5,2.4)), it is then
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possible to extract the other LECs, ΛP,N (or equivalently d¯N,P ), from lattice QCD
alone without relying on eq. (2.9).
7 Final remarks
We have presented a first-of-its-kind continuum limit for the CP-mixing angle αN
and the nucleon EDMs. At the same time, we have performed a first ab initio
calculation of the nucleon Schiff moments in the continuum limit which can be
used to extract the value of the CP-odd pion-nucleon coupling constant g¯0. The key
ingredient is the use of the gradient flow for the definition of the topological charge
which, in this way, is free of renormalization ambiguities and allows a straightforward
continuum extrapolation. The method we have proposed is general and can be used
for any quantity computed in a θ vacuum such as EDMs of light nuclei. To test
this new method we have performed the calculation in the Yang-Mills theory at a
relatively large value of the quark mass. We are currently extending this calculation
to QCD with dynamical configurations and smaller quark masses.
Previous calculations of nucleon EDMs [8,9], also applied a perturbative expansion
in θ, but instead used a cooling procedure to define the topological charge. We
do believe that such calculations give the right qualitative answer, but we stress
that defining the EDM in this way does not allow for a controlled continuum limit.
Another method that has been proposed is to consider an imaginary θ-term in
the action [14]. With an imaginary θ the action becomes real and amenable to
numerical Monte Carlo methods, but it requires the generation of a new gauge
ensemble for each value of θ. The range of θ used for the generation of these ensembles
is θ ' 0.5 − 2.5. If the calculation is performed with a Wilson-type action, the θ
coefficient needs to be renormalized in order to restore the proper anomalous Ward
identity. Additionally, the analytic continuation back to a real value of θ has to be
done with care in regions outside the perturbative regime in θ. These complications
are avoided completely with our proposal, because we directly compute the linear
coefficient of θ in the standard QCD background.
As a last remark we recall that with a Wilson-type fermion action, EDMs are not
guaranteed to vanish in the chiral limit, which only happens after the continuum
limit has been performed. The same phenomenon takes place for the topological
susceptibility [35]. It is only after performing the continuum limit that it is possible
to constrain the θ-induced EDM to vanish in the chiral limit. This stresses the
importance of performing the continuum limit prior to any chiral limit and we
believe that our method is optimal in this respect.
We consider this work as a first step in the determination of θ and beyond-the-
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Standard-Model matrix elements with the gradient flow. Other contributions to
EDMs, for instance from fermionic operators such as quark chromo-electric dipole
moments, can be determined using the gradient flow for fermions [28] and work in
this direction is in progress.
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A Appendix A
In this appendix we discuss in some detail the spectral decomposition of the 3-point
functions used to determine the nucleon form factors in a θ vacuum. For completeness
we remind that in our calculations the initial momentum is p1 = ((p1)0,p1) and the
final momentum is p2 = ((p2)0,p2). The momentum transfer is q = p2 − p1 =
(E(p2)− E(p1),p2 − p1).
If we retain only the leading exponential contribution, the spectral decomposition
of the 3-point functions
GθNJµN(p1,p2, x0, y0) = a
6
∑
x,y
eip1y eip2(x−y)
〈
N (x, x0)Jµ(y, y0)N (0)
〉
θ
, (A.1)
is given by
GθNJµN(p1,p2;x0, y0) =
e−EN (p1)y0
2EN(p1)
e−EN (p2)(x0−y0)
2EN(p2)
(A.2)
×∑
s,s′
〈θ|N |N θ(p2, s′)〉〈N θ(p2, s′)|Jµ|N θ(p1, s)〉〈N θ(p1, s)|N |θ〉 .
Following the parametrization in eq. (3.4) and using the completeness relation, for
we obtain for small values of θ
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GθNJµN(p1,p2;x0, y0)αβ =
e−EN (p1)y0
2EN(p1)
e−EN (p2)(x0−y0)
2EN(p2)
Z∗N(p1)ZN(p2) (A.3)
×
{[
EN(p2)γ0 − iγk(p2)k +MN
(
1 + 2iθα
(1)
N θγ5
)]
Γµ(Q
2)
×
[
EN(p1)γ0 − iγk(p1)k +MN
(
1 + 2iθα
(1)
N θγ5
)]}
αβ
.
where αβ are the Dirac indices. If we expand in powers of θ the r.h.s. of eq. (A.1)
we obtain
GθNJµN(p1,p2, x0, y0) = GNJµN(p1,p2, x0, y0) + iθG
Q
NJµN(p1,p2, x0, y0) , (A.4)
where
GNJµN(p1,p2, x0, y0) = a
6
∑
x,y
eip1y eip2(x−y)
〈
N (x, x0)Jµ(y, y0)N (0)
〉
, (A.5)
is the 3-point function in the standard QCD background, and
GQNJµN(p1,p2, x0, y0) = a
6
∑
x,y
eip1y eip2(x−y)
〈
N (x, x0)Jµ(y, y0)N (0)Q
〉
, (A.6)
contains the insertion of the topological charge evaluated at non-vanishing flow-time√
8t = 0.8r0.
Depending on the form factor we are interested in, we can select the appropriate
Dirac indices with appropriate projectors that we indicate generically as Π obtaining
Gθµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) = Tr
[
ΠGθNJµN(p1,p2;x0, y0)
]
, (A.7)
i.e.
Gθµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) =
e−EN (p1)y0
2EN(p1)
e−EN (p2)(x0−y0)
2EN(p2)
Z∗N(p1)ZN(p2) (A.8)
×Tr
{
Π
[
EN(p2)γ0 − iγk(p2)k +MN
(
1 + 2iθα
(1)
N γ5
)]
Γµ(Q
2)
×
[
EN(p1)γ0 − iγk(p1)k +MN
(
1 + 2iθα
(1)
N γ5
)]}
.
The spectral decomposition of the correlation functions in eqs. (A.5) and (A.6)
traced with a generic projector Π are easily obtained
Gµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) =
e−EN (p1)y0
2EN(p1)
e−EN (p2)(x0−y0)
2EN(p2)
Z∗N(p1)ZN(p2) (A.9)
×Tr
{
Π [EN(p2)γ0 − iγk(p2)k +MN ] Γevenµ (Q2) [EN(p1)γ0 − iγk(p1)k +MN ]
}
,
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GQµ (p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) =
e−EN (p1)y0
2EN(p1)
e−EN (p2)(x0−y0)
2EN(p2)
Z∗N(p1)ZN(p2) (A.10)
×
{
Tr
[
Π
(
2MNα
(1)
N γ5
)
Γevenµ (Q
2) (EN(p1)γ0 − iγk(p1)k +MN)
]
+ Tr
[
Π (EN(p2)γ0 − iγk(p2)k +MN) Γevenµ (Q2)
(
2MNα
(1)
N γ5
)]
+ Tr
[
Π (EN(p2)γ0 − iγk(p2)k +MN) Γoddµ (Q2) (EN(p1)γ0 − iγk(p1)k +MN)
]}
,
where Γevenµ and Γ
odd
µ are defined in eqs. (3.5) and (3.7). From this expression we
already see that the 3-point function with the insertion of the topological charge is
not directly proportional to the CP-odd form factor F3 but it contains additional
contributions proportional to α
(1)
N and the CP-even form factors.
To extract the form factors traditionally one defines the following chain of ratios
Rθµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) =
Gθµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π)
C(p2, x0)
·K(p1,p2;x0, y0) , (A.11)
where C(p, x0), the nucleon 2-point function, is defined as
C(p, x0) = tr [P+GNN(p, x0)] = |ZN(p)|2 e
−EN (p)x0
EN(p)
(EN(p) +MN) + · · · (A.12)
and
K(p1,p2;x0, y0) =
[
C(p2, x0)C(p2, y0)C(p1, x0 − y0)
C(p1, x0)C(p1, y0)C(p2, x0 − y0)
]1/2
. (A.13)
For small θ we have
Rθµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) = Rµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) + iθR
Q
µ (p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) , (A.14)
where
Rµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) =
Gµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π)
C(p2, x0)
·K(p1,p2;x0, y0) , (A.15)
and
RQµ (p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) =
GQµ (p1,p2;x0, y0; Π)
C(p2, x0)
·K(p1,p2;x0, y0) . (A.16)
Performing the spectral decomposition and retaining only the fundamental state we
obtain
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Rθµ(p1,p2;x0, y0; Π) = N (p1,p2) (A.17)
×Tr
{
Π
[
EN(p2)γ0 − iγk(p2)k +MN
(
1 + 2iθα
(1)
N θγ5
)]
Γµ(Q
2)
×
[
EN(p1)γ0 − iγk(p1)k +MN
(
1 + 2iθα
(1)
N θγ5
)]}
,
where the normalization is given by
N (p1,p2) = 1
4EN(p1)EN(p2)
[
EN(p1)EN(p2)
(EN(p1) +M)(EN(p2) +M)
]1/2
. (A.18)
The ratio (A.11) is defined to remove the leading exponential contributions and have
a plateau for 0 y0  x0 proportional to the form factors.
We can now specialize the projector Π, the external kinematics, and the current
component in order to compute the form factors we want. For the 2 CP-even form
factors we choose
• Π = P+, µ = 0, p1 = p, p2 = 0.
In this case we indicate E(p) = E and E(p2) = M
R0(p,0;x0, y0;P+) = N (p,0) · 4MN(EN(p) +MN)
[
F1(Q
2)− Q
2
4M2N
F2(Q
2)
]
,
(A.19)
where
N (p,0) = 1
4MN
[
1
2EN(p)(EN(p) +MN)
]1/2
. (A.20)
Putting everything together, we obtain
R0(p,0;x0, y0;P+) =
[
EN(p) +MN
2EN(p)
]1/2 [
F1(Q
2)− Q
2
4M2N
F2(Q
2)
]
. (A.21)
To obtain eq. (A.21) and some of the eqs. below we have used the following
kinematic relations
|q|2 = |p|2 = E2N −M2N , (A.22)
and
q2 = (MN−EN)2−|q|2 ⇒ q2 = (MN−EN)2−(E2N−M2N)⇒ q2 = 2MN(MN−EN) < 0 ,
(A.23)
This implies that
EN −MN = − q
2
2MN
=
Q2
2MN
. (A.24)
Any of the relations in eq. (A.23) defines the Q2 = −q2 to be used when analyzing
the form factors.
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• Π = iP+γ5γj, µ = i, p1 = p, p2 = 0.
After some algebra we obtain
Ri(p,0;x0, y0; iP+γ5γj) = N (p,0) · 4Mqkijk
[
F1(Q
2) + F2(Q
2)
]
, (A.25)
and using the expression for the normalization (A.20), we obtain
Ri(p,0;x0, y0; iP+γ5γj) =
[
1
2EN(p)(EN(p) +MN)
]1/2
qkijk
[
F1(Q
2) + F2(Q
2)
]
,
(A.26)
For the CP-odd form factor there are several choices for the Dirac projector. The
analysis presented in this paper uses
• Π = iP+γ5γi, µ = 0, p1 = p, p2 = 0.
If we compute the coefficient of iθ, we obtain after some algebra
RQ0 (p,0;x0, y0; iP+γ5γi) =N (p,0) · (A.27){
−4α(1)N MNqi
[
F1(Q
2) +
EN + 3MN
2MN
F2(Q
2)
]
− 2(EN +MN)qiF3(Q2)
}
Here the importance of a precise determination of α
(1)
N becomes clear. The mixing of
parity states induces spurious contributions to the correlation functions proportional
to the CP-even form factors. These contributions need to be subtracted in order to
determine the nucleon EDM.
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